nucleoucity
The design responds culturally to its historical and heritage
roots that define the DNA of London. Since its conception
London has survived numerous shocks and stressors such
as plagues and fires, these have all helped redefine and
strengthen the evolution of the city. What has continued to
remain? It’s DNA....This project highlights the importance
of reigniting and preserving portions of London’s strongest

qualities, which we define as its DNA. We believe its DNA
is comprised of its social and historical capital that best
represent and support its truly unique and local stakeholders.
Biology is still one of the strongest guides for systems to
follow, here we show its relevance from the cell, the human
and extended through to the building and city scale.

Assembly /
disassembly and materials

How do we create selfsustaining systems in the
face of adversity?
water

energy

The green strategy for the project utilizes a series
of technologies to provide clean energy and
a renewable water source for the building. In
the face of adversity (power outages, extreme
weather events, this building will be able to be
self sustained.

Wind
Wind turbines are strategically positioned at the
tops of towers to capitalize on London’s south
west winds.

Human

Building

Nucleolus DNA
densely packed proteins

Soul
essence of being

Community
the cultural essence, sense of belonging

Nucleoplasm
protects genetic information

Flesh
health and wellbeing

Flexible pods
flexible & adaptable space

Shock/stressor
enzymes attack the DNA

Shock/stressor
Disease, isolation

Shock/stressor
business closure/market changes

Energy & water

Energy & water

Energy & water

Rainwater
Rain water is captured by collecting surface
water running off the pod structures and is
reused for the hydroponics system.
Circulation concrete core
The structure encapsulates
a central core of circulation
built to ensure accessibility to
potential vertical growth.

How do we entice people to stay in cities? and reignite the flame?

The problem

Pre-pandemic

Live/work pod

Live
London

Live
Work
Play

x 10,000 residents

x 0 residents

Live

x 522,000 workers
x 21,000,000 visitors

Play

Work

x 0 workers
x 200 visitors

The adaptable live work
pods are comprised of wood
based 3D printed interiors. A
timber diagrid shell structure
and mass customized
prefabricated composite
panel envelopes.

Solar balloons / BIPV panels
Solar balloons sits high enough to collect solar
power without interruption by London’s fog.
Additionally the surfaces of the living/working
pods obtain BIPV solar panels that provide
renewable solar power to the community.

Fog harvesting mesh
Fog harvesting mesh collects water droplets from
fog to collect potable water for consumption.

Hydroponics
Hydroponics provide year round agriculture for
the community and waste for biomass energy.

Support structure

Passive

The support structure is
secondary to the concrete
structural core and is
constructed in steel.

Biomass
Biomass pods convert organic plant material
from the hydroponic pods into heat energy.

Resilient

Solution
2 types of community commitment
Reignite the flame

Active
Social capital and human
capital, living or working directly
above your chosen flame.

Regenerate

Nucleus

Passive
Remote support, financial
memberships.

Play

Geothermal
Geothermal energy is extracted from the
London’s shallow ground source. This low-grade,
ground source heat resource uses a ground heat
pump system (GSHP).

Active
Structural core
The carbon cured concrete
core is the primary structure.

x 400,000 residents
x 800,000 workers
x 30,000,000 visitors

Resilience
Economic/
social

Wellbeing
Mental heath/
isolation

the solution

Innovative economic & social solution
community

Nucleoucity takes an innovative approach to creating a resilient
business model that feeds both economic and social support to
London city in the form of financial, social and human capital.
This new model of design allows the London skyline and its
architecture to be the direct manifestation of human and social
capital. Its form and size is a direct representation of the value
invested in it, from both passive and active stakeholders. No
longer will the skyline of London be defined by its global hedge
funds and financial district but by the power and value that
people assign to it.

30% / 45% / 25%

30% / 60% / 10%

*Based on successful international examples

How will we inhabit our cities in the future?
This method of building will influence the surrounding context of London by allowing similar
nucleus style clusters of mixed use economies to take place. Their self sustaining nature allows
a regenerative approach to take place. The economic growth directly feeds into the power and
prosperity of its social and cultural features and vice versa.
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flame
memory of site

reignite the flame

Distributed nucleus nodes
Our future looks towards the decentralization of homogeneous global
franchises and aims to create smaller 400m walk-shed radius self sustaining
nucleases. These self sustaining nucleus’s are resilient to future economic or
environmental threats because they rely on multiple forms of passive and
active capital to survive.
Multiple configurations
Our research shows successful international case studies have a minimum
of 5-10% of area dedicated to cultural uses, with 30-60% residential and 1070% commercial and office.

Inclusion & wellbeing

30% / 55% / 15%

Inclusion
Attractive to
all demographics

Regenerate

Flame

Human connection
The flame is space within the city that supports
human connection (heritage, cultural, arts,
entertainment, civic).

